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Almost Unobtainable Translator Guide


This is set #3 of an unknown edition size, but presumably small-ish. This excessively rare set was never intended for public use and its distribution was prohibited and for in-house use, authorization was required. This is not a set that we have encountered in two decades in the Mormon Book Trade and we are aware of only two sets being sold in the same time. We locate no institutional holdings.

The Lexicon is designed as a reference work for translation of the scriptures of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Contained in this first complete edition are definitions for all occurrences of every word found in the scriptural texts of The Book of Mormon, The Doctrine and Covenants, and The Pearl of Great Price. This edition is the product of several years' work by a staff of specialists, including lexicographers, editors, and other support personnel, and has been reviewed and approved by the Scriptures Publication Committee under the direction of The Quorum of the Twelve.

$7,650
Important Schismatic Work from the King of Beaver Island

**BOOK OF THE LAW.**

**CHAPTER I.**

**THE DECALOGUE.**

1. These Commandments were given by the voice of God, in Mount Sina, to Moses, and to all Israel; (Deut ix, 10;) for though Moses and the Elders of Israel only went into the Mount, (Ex xxviii, 1, 2, 9—11;) and Moses alone received the Table of the Law; yet all Israel heard the voice of God, when he gave the Commandments. (Ex xix, 19—xx, 22. Deut, v, 4, 5. Josephus' Ant, B. iii, ch. v, 4.)

2. The Commandments were written on two tables of stone, by the finger of God. (Deut ix, 10, 11;) Moses broke these tables; after which he prepared two others, on which God wrote the same words, (Deut, x, 2, 4, 5;) and the tables were placed in the Ark of the Covenant. (Josephus' Ant, B. vili, ch. iv, 1. Heb, ix, 4;) and kept within the Tabernacle and the Temple until the Babylonish captivity. (2d Macc, ii, 4, 5.)

3. They were not restored to the Edifice Temple, (Buck's Th. Dict. "Ark," But, Con. "Temple," and the Jews have not possessed them since going into Babylon.

4. It was never allowable to write the exact words of the tables, (Josephus' Ant, B. iii, ch. v, 4;) except in the Exemplar of the Law, kept in the Sanctuary. But the substance of them, as written out by the Prophets for publick use, is now restored by divine authority.


This is the second edition of Strang's most important work, enlarged from the first edition, that was not completed during Strang's lifetime. His followers later printed front matter (for the third edition) to bind with the sheets. Flake/Draper 8458. Morgan 31. Howes S1061. Sabin 92680. Streeter 2298. Michigan Rarities 88. Auerbach 1275.

$4,200

*Bright copy of the Triple Combination [Book of Mormon / Doctrine & Covenants / Pearl of Great Price] in Japanese. The first 'Triple Combination' was issued simultaneously with the first double combination in 1957. All subsequent editions, represent almost exact reprints of the 1957 edition. Jacobs 308 BDP*

$100
Letter of Introduction from Brigham Young

Letter of introduction from Mormon leader, Brigham Young, on behalf of William Bringhurst and the Provo Manufacturing Company. William Bringhurst was one of the founders of Las Vegas

“Provo City, U.T. 1st April 1875. To all to whom this may come: The bearer hereof the Hon. Wm. Bringhurst of Springville, U.T. having occasion to visit the Eastern States. In the interests of Provo Manufacturing Company. We cheerfully recommend him as a Gentlemen, worthy of the respect and confidence of all. He is authorized to negotiate for the sale of wool, and to contract such other business as the Company may require. Any facility you may extend him for acquiring such information he may desire will greatly oblige. (signed) Henry A. Dixon, Secty. (signed) Brigham Young President.”

$4,850
Letter from the abolitionist John Brown to his oldest son (and namesake). In this letter Brown inquires of his son's activities and offers an update of his business and life. He also informs his son that he has "stopped all correspondence with heaven." The reverse contains a signed statement from his son, Jason, that he received this letter from his brother and that it is in his father's hand. This is followed by a signed statement from Judge George Albion Gibbs of Pasadena. Very nice content.

$3,825
The Largest Seminole Card Collection Assembled

6- [Native American] [Florida] [Seminole]. Seminole Postcard Collection [Native Americans]. (c.1900-1960). 545 Postcards: 198 Real Photos, 42 Black and White, 132 Photochromes, 113 Linen Postcards, 60 Chomes all approximately 9 cm x 14 cm. Most in nice condition. Several contain manuscript notes and postmarks. Various photographers and printers.

Very large focused collection on the Seminole tribe, assembled over decades by the noted Florida collector, Russell V. Hughes (1925-2018) of Orlando. This collection was slowly and methodically put together and to recreate this collection would be hard and if possible, would likely take decades or longer. A nice look at the Seminole tribe of southern Florida from the turn of the century to the mid-20th century.

People: William McKinley Osceola, Cory Osceola, Shirttail Charley, John Willie, Dr. Tiger, Mrs. John Poole, 'Seminole Medicine Men,' Gov. David Sholtz, Sonny Coppinger, Henry Cypruss, Billy Bowlegs, Tom Tiger, Cowboy Bill, Josie Bill, Joe Dan Osceola as well as unidentified women, children, and men.

Places: Everglades, Jungle Queen Trading Post, Pirates Cove Indian Village, Royal Palm Tamiami Trail, Fort Myers, Brighton, Chestnut Billy's Camp, Osceola Indian Village Miami, John Poole's Indian Village, Seminole Indian Village St. Petersburg, Matalacha Pass, Fort Pierce, Fort Lauderdale, Okeechobee, Musa Isle, Tropical Hobbyland, Silver Springs, Miami River and other locales in southern Florida.

Activities: canoeing, spear fishing, sewing, archery, cooking, eating, alligator wrestling, weddings, doll making, cutting hair, stringing beads, etc.

"[Russell] Hughes has postcards from cities throughout Florida, and his Florida collection alone totals about 50,000. Nostalgia is how I got into it, he said. I began seeing buildings and areas torn down and becoming entirely different entities. My city and state were changing, and I wanted to save a record of it. I got hooked." - Orlando Sentinel (3/31/1996). A link to all the images available.

$9,750
Notman View of Montreal Bicycle Club

7- Notman, William. **Montreal Bicycle Club, 1879.** Montreal, QC: Wm. Notman & Son, 1892. Large composite albumen photograph [31 cm x 42] in a contemporary black wooden frame [38 cm x 49 cm]. Image appears gently faded. This has not been examined out of the frame.

*Composite photograph of the Montreal Bicycle Club in 1879, with fourteen vignettes of the officers of the club at the head. Early image of the Montreal Bicycle Club that was founded in 1878, which was organized very much along military lines, with the members military like uniforms and the officers having military titles. Image is by the noted Montreal photographer, William Notman.*

$935
Large Views of Sheep Ranching in Idaho

8- [Idaho] [Sheep]. Sheep Ranching in the West. [Hagerman, ID]: (c.1960). Four large black and white photographs [35 cm x 11 cm] on a heavy stock. Strong contrasts.

Four large views of a sheep operation near Hagerman, Idaho (one of the photographs shows a livestock semitrailer that lists Hagerman, Idaho). The Hagerman Valley has a long history of sheep ranching dating back to the early 20th century. Nice images.

$185
Panorama of Malad Valley of southern Idaho in four panels that has detailed typed one-paragraph descriptions of each panel attached to the reverse. There is also a three-paragraph description of the particular project. The Malad Valley was settled by Welsh Mormon pioneers in the mid 1860s.

"A SET OF PANARAMA [sic] OF MALAD VALLEY AND MALAD CITY TAKEN FROM THE EAST HILLS IN THE EARLY 1980's. It seems that we nearly always have a reason for doing something. There is a story in connection with these pictures that may be of interest. Sister Elaine Castleton had a cousin who was an author and historian. In his later years he became ill with a terminal disease and spent his last years of life desperately trying to finish some of the projects he had started. One of the things he wanted to do most of all was to visit, once more, the town and land of his birth. He and Elaine had some of the same interests and so they had always been close. When it became evident to him that he would never be able to visit Malad again, he asked her if she would have someone take pictures of the valley showing, especially the Samaria mountains, Blue Rock and the 'M' on the hill, his old home and the street on which he lived as a child. Elaine asked me to take those pictures and this set of pamarama [sic] pictures are a part of them."

$125
10- Jensen, J. [Cowboys] [Cowgirls]. *Photographs of Washington Rodeos*. [1970-1971]. 15 black and white photographs 8" x 10" [20 cm x 25 cm]. All show subtle wear with some gentle spotting to the backs.

*15 nice action shots of cowboys and cowgirls of the rodeo circuit in Washington during the early 1970s. All of the images are signed J. Jenson (presumably the photographer) in black ink. All of the views are dated and the places identified. Two of the cowgirls are identified as Dee Dee Walters and Sandy Eurcio.*

- Ellenburg [Dee Dee Walters] (1) - May 17, 1970.
- Walla Walla [Sandy Eurcio] (2) - June 28, 1970.
- Tonasket (1) - May 15, 1971.

$175
Boudoir View of Z.C.M.I

11- Savage, Charles Roscoe. **Parent Co-op [Z.C.M.I.] [Zion's Co-Operative Mercantile Institute]**. Salt Lake City: C.R. Savage Art Bazar, (c.1888). Albumen boudoir cabinet card [13 cm x 21.5 cm] on an Art Bazar mount [13.5 cm x 22 cm] Title at the lower right corner. Gentle rubbing to extremities of mount with minor overall wear and age toning.

*View of Z.C.M.I. on Salt Lake City's Main Street with a handful of horse and wagons tied up out front. Charles Roscoe Savage (1832-1909) was an accomplished and prolific photographer who lived successfully within his Salt Lake City community and traveled widely throughout the West taking photographs and befriending other important photographers of his day such as Carleton Watkins, Edward Wilson, Timothy O'Sullivan, Alfred Hart and A.J. Russell. Savage took several of the West’s most famous images at the celebration of the joining of the transcontinental railroads at Promontory Point, Utah in 1869. Savage also took the first photographs of what became Zion National Park.*

$825
Signed by President McKay to Preston Robinson


Portrait of a seated President McKay who has the Book of Mormon and Doctrine & Covenants resting on his knee. Inscribed in black ink on the matte beneath the portrait: "To Christine and Preston Robinson Sincerely yours David O. McKay Sept. 8, 1958."

O. Preston Robinson (1903-1990) was a community leader and a prominent professor at the University of Utah, in his long career he was also the Deseret News Editor, President of the British Mission and President of the Utah Symphony.

Born on September 8, 1873, David O. McKay spent his youth in Huntsville, Utah. He studied at the Weber Stake Academy and the University of Utah to prepare for a career in education. After completing formal schooling and a mission, he married his college sweetheart, Emma Ray Riggs, in 1901. Five years later, at the age of 32, he was called as an Apostle, beginning a life of service in the Church's highest councils. He was sustained as President of the Church on April 9, 1951. He expanded the vision of the Church's worldwide mission, and under his administration, the first stakes were created outside of the United States. He also strengthened Church membership with a renewed emphasis on the value of family life and education. After 44 years in the Quorum of the Twelve and 19 as Church President, David O. McKay died on January 18, 1970, in Salt Lake City at the age of 96.

Nice association piece, connecting the Prophet of the Mormon Church and the editor of the Deseret News.

$350

*Three large views of a logging operation near Ukiah. The views show: an oxen team pulling logs down a canyon trail, a group of people among the big trees in a logging camp, a white horse with wagon among the big trees. Nice views from this early California photographer.*

$535
San Francisco from Russian Hill

14- Watkins, Carleton E. Panorama from Russian Hill, San Francisco (No. 8). San Francisco: (c.1874). Albumen stereoview [8 cm x 15 cm] on an orange ‘Watkins Pacific Coast’ mount [8.5 cm x 17 cm] Minor fading to extremities of image with gentle foxing to back of mount.

Bird's eye view of San Francisco from Russian Hill

Carleton E. Watkins (1829-1916) was one of the finest photographers of the nineteenth century. Between 1854 and 1891 he documented the American West from southern California to British Columbia and inland to Montana, Utah, and Arizona. He was a sympathetic and masterful recorder, whose pictures possess a clarity and strength equal to the magnificence of the land. His photographs of Yosemite so captured the imagination of legislators that Congress moved to preserve the area as a wilderness.

$120
Oregon Military Family Album

15- [Hood River] [Oregon]. Oregon Photo Album. (c.1926-1939). [32pp] Quarto [28 cm x 22 cm] Black pebbled cloth covers. Internal three-ring binder with 16 black leaves containing 115 black and white photographs. The photographs are of varying sizes but the vast majority measure 5 cm x 7 cm or 8 cm x 10 cm. The views have strong contrasts and are in nice condition.

*Album shows the Hughes family of the Hood River, Oregon area through the 1920s and ‘30s. Most of the images are identified on typed labels that have been pasted in. Views of ROTC Camp, Mount Hood and Lost Lake, West Point, Oregon Caves, Crater Lake, Savage Rapids Dam, Camp Bonneville and other locales.*

$75
Utah Scenic Byway

16- [Colorado River]. **Utah State Route 95 Utah’s First Priority for Utilization of Federal Land Funds, Fiscal 1973.** [Salt Lake City]: [1973]. [20pp] Quarto [28 cm x 22 cm] Tan grained plastic covers with the title gilt stamped on the front panel. Internal three-ring binder with 10 translucent binder pockets that each two pages.

*Report on Utah State Road 95 through San Juan County with a proposal to upgrade the section between Natural Bridges and Lake Powell. Contains nice photographs of the scenic area along the route, including views of the Colorado River, Dirty Devil and Natural Bridges.*

*Report contains:*
- Eight color 8" by 10" photographs [25 cm x 20 cm].
- Six letters are letterhead from the various stakeholders: Utah State Department of Highways, Bureau of Land Management, National Park Service, Arches and Canyonlands National Parks, Glen Canyon National Recreation Area, United States Forest Service, and San Juan County.
- Two maps of San Juan County.

$75
Bulldozing Jungle in WWII


This album begins with McKee's training in Wyoming and follows with his service as a member of 1874th Engineer Aviation Battalion as they clear jungle and build airstrips and roads through New Guinea and Noemfoor. 258 black and white snapshots are in corner mounts and the vast majority are well identified (people, rank, place, activity, etc.). The album contains dozens of pieces of attached ephemera including McKee's enlistment papers (attached to the first leaf); notice of applications (5); newspaper clippings about things he and his unit are working; mimeographed schedules, receipts, telegrams, military papers, invitations, uniform patches, general ephemera. An excellent album

"Prvt. John D. McKee, Catlin, stationed at Ft. Francis E. Warren, Wyo., is really 'knee deep' in the camp's conditioning campaign. He was picked as one of 12 men to represent Co. G in a regimental track meet, and the dozen representatives took away the title. They finished first in tent pitching and display of equipment, in scaling a 12 foot wall with pack and rifle, setting a new record in the latter, and first in drill. There were 15,000 soldiers present, along with cheer leaders." - from an attached news clipping.

$625
18- [Southwestern Photo Album]. **Anglos in the Borderlands.** (c.1920). [28pp] Oblong Duodecimo [18 cm x 26 cm] Limp pebbled leather covers. 41 black and white photographs mounted to black card stock. 15 large images [13 cm x 18 cm] 22 medium sized images [9 cm x 12.5 cm] 4 small images [5 cm x 7 cm]. The text block has come loose from the boards.

*Album shows a group of unidentified Anglos in what appears to be Mexico or the American southwest engaged in a building and farming operation. Nice photos of people on horseback.*

$200
Death Valley at the Turn of the Century

19- [California] [Death Valley]. **Ryan, California Album.** (c.1905). [23pp] Oblong Duodecimo [18 cm x 25 cm] Post bound black grained cover with 'Photographs' on the front board. 85 black and white photographs mounted to black card stock. Various sizes, several panoramas. Rear cover missing with the internal leaves showing some chipping and minor tearing. Several of the photos are loose and laid in.

*Photo album showing the Inyo County town of Ryan, California, near the turn of the century. Views of the former mining town that is located at the terminus of the Death Valley Railroad. Images of homes, people, Death Valley, machinery, railroad, etc.*

$385
The U.P. Death Valley

California's Unique Winter Resort in Death Valley: Land of Mystery and Romance.

Union Pacific promotional piece advertising Death Valley, reached by the U.P and Tonopah and Tidewater Railroads. Illustrated with tinted photographs and margin illustrations of local flora. U.S. map on page 22 locates the Tonopah and Tidewater line into Death Valley from the U.P. line at Crucero. The majority of the text is dedicated to the history of the area as well as tours and accommodations offered.

"Now, where desert prospectors once made lonely camp in Death Valley, two luxurious desert hotels stand. Where once 20-mule borax teams and prospectors’ burros were the only modes of transportation over the trackless desert, roomy motor-buses carry the visitors over excellent highways. The same Valley whose summer heat gave emigrants of 1850 the inspiration for its name, has a mild winter climate scarcely equaled anywhere." - pg. 3.

$75
Death Valley Hotels

21- Death Valley Hotel Company. Death Valley: Amargosa Hotel / Furnace Creek Inn. Los Angeles: Pacific Coast Borax Company, [1930]. Single sheet [46 cm x 40 cm] printed on both sides that folds to digest size [23 cm x 10 cm] Folds as issued. Very good. Some minor overall wear with subtle rubbing to folds. 8 signatures on the rear panel all from the same family. Presumably signed at the conclusion of a trip to Death Valley.

Promotional piece from the Death Valley Hotel Company touting the beauty of the area and their lodgings: Furnace Creek Inn and the Amargosa Hotel. Illustrated with photos and a bird’s-eye view map [19 cm x 25 cm]. Includes mileage chart from Death Valley to towns in California and Nevada and a list of points of interest.

$65
Inyo County Hype


*Inyo County - Owens Valley* promotional work touting the points of interest in the rural Eastern California area. Illustrated sections on: Lone Pine, Death Valley, Independence, Big Pine, Bishop. Simple road map showing the route from Los Angeles to Reno on the final page.

"Inyo County is one of the most beautiful and romantic regions to be found in the United States. It is a section of wonderous charm and mystery, of purple mountain ranges, golden desert spaces, rich mineral deposits, streams of purest waters and hundreds of gem-like lakes in stately setting of crag and pine, a section whose historical storehouses are filled with a wealth of pioneer lore and Indian Legend."

$40
Illustrated Early Imperial


*Illustrated guide to the Imperial Valley produced in the late 1920s to lure settlers to the agricultural area along the border.*

"It is beyond the realm of possibility to tell the story of Imperial County either in word or picture, but the art of the photographer will assist the mind in forming some vision of the possibilities in this great Winter Garden. To appreciate its true value, this region must be seen in person. the County is dotted with attractive towns, the people prosperous and dwellings comfortable."

$50
Above Los Angeles

24- Pacific Electric Railway. Mt. Lowe Tavern and Cottages. Los Angeles: Pacific Electric Information Bureau, 1929. Single sheet [23 cm x 60 cm] printed on both sides that folds to pamphlet size [23 cm x 10 cm]. Folds as issued. Very good.

Promotional piece for Mt. Lowe Tavern that offers a description of the trip up Mt. Lowe by rail and the accommodations upon arrival with a schedule and rates. Illustrated with numerous views.

"To reach Mt. Lowe, you step into a swift Red Car at Sixth and Main Streets, Los Angeles, ride through the beautiful Oak Knoll section, Pasadena with its huge estates, on through this city of tourist hotels and busy streets; then through picturesque Altadena, and into the primitive beauty of Rubio Canyon to the foot of the famous Incline Railway."

$75

*Promotional piece for a Pacific Railways trip up Mt. Lowe that offers a description of the trip up by rail with a schedule and a brief description of 'Ye Alpine Tavern'. Illustrated with views.*

"So, in this small sketch must be described only the most salient features of the great trip. Go with us, therefore, on this little journey, letting your imagination garnish the facts, and with your most vivid imagery, you will find upon making the tour in reality, the ruddy glow you have thought to paint has become but a mere tint of the color."

$50
26- Pacific Electric Railway. **Orange Empire Trolley Trip.** Los Angeles: Pacific Electric Railway, 19325. Single sheet [22 cm x 31 cm] printed on both sides that folds to pamphlet size [22 cm x 10 cm]. Folds as issued. Very good.

Promotional piece for Pacific Railways trolley to the ‘Orange Empire’ of Covina, Riverside, San Bernardino and Redlands. Illustrated with views.

"Straight as an arrow flies to the target, the sight-seeing electric car makes its flight from Los Angeles to the heart of world's greatest Orange Empire"

$50
27- [Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America]. **Los Angeles**. Los Angeles: Convention Department, Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, 1925. Single sheet [23 cm x 81 cm] that folds to pamphlet size [23 cm x 10 cm] Very good. Folds as issued with gentle overall wear.

Los Angeles promotional piece issued by the Chamber of Commerce for the 1926 convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America. One side prints a nice birds-eye map [17 cm x 30 cm] of Los Angeles with a general description of the lodgings available. The reverse contains a description of Los Angeles illustrated with black and white views.

"In all directions from Los Angeles Radiate some of the nation’s finest highways, making accessible an array of scenery and a diversity of recreations unexcelled by any other parts of the world."

$65
Nice Santa Fe Railroad Strip Map


Small promotional piece showing the Santa Fe rail line from Kansas City to Southern California that cuts across Colorado and New Mexico. The map lists the stops (with elevations) and times of arrivals over four days. Reverse contains the 'covers' and descriptions and schedules for each of the four days.

“For the business man who is in a hurry, the invalid who is in search of health, or the tourist who travels for pleasure, the Great Middle Route to the Pacific Coast has no equal in smoothness of track, elegance of equipment, diversity of scenery and interest, regularity of time, and certainty of connections.”

$165
Daylight Limited Schedule with Maps

29- Southern Pacific Railroad. Daylight Limited. San Francisco: Southern Pacific Company, [1946]. Single sheet [44.5 cm x 15.5 cm] printed on both sides and folds to pamphlet size [15.5 cm x 9 cm] Very good. Folds as issued.

One side prints a schedule of the Daylight that shows, mileage (from San Francisco and Los Angeles), scheduled stops (both ways) and paragraph length description of the towns along the route. Reverse contains two route maps [24 cm x 7 cm] and a brief for your information section.

"To our Morning Daylight passengers: With this little folder we welcome you aboard the Morning Daylight. 'We hope you will make full use of the facilities provided for your comfort and enjoyment. You are invited to try the food and refreshments served in the dining car, coffee shop and tavern car, and are urged to call upon members of the train crew for assistance and information during the trip. We wish you a most pleasant journey."

$60
30- [California] [Bird's-Eye View]. **Long Beach, Los Angeles County, Southern California: Year-Round Resort Metropolis - Convention Capital of the West.** Long Beach: Green's Inc, 1936. Map [33 cm x 36 cm] printed on a single sheet in full-color [46 cm x 60.55 cm] that folds-up to digest size [22 cm x 9 cm] Folds as issued. Minor overall wear.

Nice Bird's-eye view of Los Angeles County by George MacDonald with three smaller route maps [46 cm x 46 cm] as borders. Small boxed vignettes of places and activities in the area line the Bird's-eye. Reverse shows various area activities that is illustrated with black and white views.

"Eight and half miles of gently sloping bathing beach, another eight miles of inland waterways, 18 public parks and numerous playgrounds, unexcelled yachting and boating facilities, a year-round program of municipally supervised and financed recreation - all combine to make Long Beach one of the West's most popular play centers." Not in Rumsey. Uncommon.

$150
California Climate Map

31- Southern Pacific Railroad. **Map of California. Compiled from official and authentic sources by the Southern Pacific.** Buffalo: The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1922]. Color map [65 cm x 52 cm] on a single sheet [69 cm x 56 cm] printed on both sides and folds to pamphlet size [23 cm x 9 cm] Very good. Folds as issued.

*Large map color map of California that locates the Southern Pacific rail lines. Printed over Nevada is an index to places in California and the adjacent border towns of Nevada. Three inset maps 'The Bay Region About San Francisco' [18 cm x 13 cm]; 'Los Angeles and Vicinity Showing Pacific Electric Railway ' [8 cm x 13 cm]; 'Comparative Area' [14 cm x 10 cm]. Reverse contains "A Brief Description of its Resources, Attractions, Topography and Climate" over 15 numbered panels.*

"It is worthwhile to know the California of today, to know what you can do in it; what money you can make, and what comfort you can find in it; what home life it offers. New opportunities await the newcomer because new activities are developing. Irrigation has made the great valleys attractive and created farms and town where only ranches existed."

$175
Ontario and Upland Block by Block

32- Thomas, George Coupland. New Map of Ontario, Upland and Vicinity. Los Angeles: Thomas Brothers. Map [41 cm x 43 cm] printed on a single sheet [86 cm x 55 cm] that folds-up to digest size [22 cm x 9 cm] Folds as issued. Some splitting at the folds with age toning to covers and a small stain that has bled through to a few of the corner folds. Cover chipped at foot with hand stamp of local business above.

Map is surrounded by advertisements for 33 local businesses. Detailed block and street map of this area of western San Bernardino County by the Southern California cartographer, George Coupland Thomas. Thomas Brothers was the precursor to the Thomas Guides. Not in Rumsey. Not in OCLC. Presumed rare.

$100
Early Wyoming Road Map

33- [Wyoming]. **1933 Highway Map of the State of Wyoming.** Cheyenne: Wyoming State Highway Department, 1933. Map [49 cm x 61 cm] printed in color on a single sheet [51 cm x 74.5 cm] that folds-up to digest size [25 cm x 12.5 cm] Folds as issued. Some splitting at the folds with age toning to covers.

*Early road map for Wyoming with a legend that helps to locate roads, National Parks, National Forests, Game Refuges, Military Reservations and Indian Reservations. 16 historic trails (Oregon, Mormon, Pony Express, etc.) through the state are also marked. Reverse contains a mileage chart, facts and date about the state and brief histories of all 23 counties (each with a small image).*

"To the Road User: The Wyoming State Highway Department is making every possible effort to make your roads easy riding and safe. However, the safety of the roads depends on you and your fellow road users. Cooperate with them to save your life and theirs." Not in Rumsey. 8 holdings listed in OCLC. Scarce.

$75
34- [Tournament of Roses] [Rose Bowl] [Pasadena]. **1933 Tournament of Roses Parade and Rose Bowl Photographs.** [Pasadena]: 1933. 12 black and white postcard size photographs [9 cm x 14 cm]. All views have strong contrasts and are in nice condition.

12 photographs documenting the January 2, 1933 Tournament of Roses Parade and the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. All are identified and dated on the reverse in pencil with captions. 10 views of the parade showing the floats for Altadena, San Francisco, Santa Barbara, Catalina Island, Long Beach, San Marino, Pasadena and Alice in Wonderland. The two Rose Bowl game views are taken near midfield (the 50-yard marker is viewable) maybe ten rows up.

"Southern California University and Pasadena Cal Bands after the half at the Foot Ball Game between Southern California and Pittsburgh Pa University. Pasadena Cal Jan. 2 - 1933"

$50
This card features a nice bird’s-eye view of Pasadena with City Hall at one end, and the Rose Bowl at the other.

"Now and Tomorrow: Her war tasks geared to the complete Victory that America and the Allies cannot be denied, Pasadena is prepared to give her fighting sons and daughters and all citizens the future for which they have been most willing to sacrifice. As their dreams become hopes and their hopes become plans, Pasadena is destined to continue her place as the city where the goodness of life is greatest."
Pasadena Edition


Los Angeles County promotional piece that features Pasadena prominently among the other towns of Los Angeles with descriptions of each and illustrated with black and white views. Nice bird's-eye at the center.

"It is to be expected that because of its beauty, its diversity of civic life, its striking homes and gardens and fine hotels, coupled with its exceptional recreational facilities, Pasadena should become a mecca for world travelers and home founders. Seldom does one find a home city so rich in desirable qualities, climatic, educational, cultural, and artistic, as the City of Pasadena."

$80
Like a Garden of Eden

Los Angeles promotional piece issued by the Chamber of Commerce that contains descriptions of Los Angeles illustrated with black and white views

"The opulent beauty of the district now called Los Angeles County gladdened the hearts of explorers long ago. The unique equability of its charming climate offered health. The wealth of natural resources in its warm valleys, rolling hills, high mountains and picturesque coast contour, promised prosperity. It was like a Garden of Eden to the traveled-tired padres in 1769."

$65
TWA to Western Slopes


Promotional poster from TWA promoting their service to the Rocky Mountains (Denver and Salt Lake City) featuring a photograph of a skier crushing some moguls.

$350
United Airlines to Western Slopes


Promotional poster from United Airlines promoting their service to the Rocky Mountains (Denver and Salt Lake City) featuring a photograph of some ding-dong in velour hitting a small roller of fresh pow.

$300